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Can tau pathobiology be phenocopied in a cellular expression model?
Joel B Schachter, Xufan Tian, Mali Cosden, John Majercak, Fred Hess, John J Renger and Chris J Winrow
Merck Research Laboratories, USA

Tau hyperphosphorylation and formation of insoluble tau deposits are principal aspects of the neurofibrillary pathology associated 
with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and other neurodegenerative tauopathies. Despite a histology-based focus on insoluble filamentous 

tau pathology, small soluble tau oligomers have recently been implicated in the promotion of neurodegenerative activities and are now 
widely viewed as central participants in disease-related neurodegeneration. The factors that initiate the aberrant post-translational 
processing of tau and the generation of toxic tau oligomers are not well defined, but hyperphosphorylation has been implicated to 
play a critical role in tau aggregation. We have generated a cellular model in which full length human tau is expressed as a dimer-
like structure that we refer to as tandem repeat tau (TRT). Cellular expression of TRT results in rapid hyperphosphorylation of the 
protein at disease-relevant epitopes. The rapid hyperphosphorylation is followed by a slower formation of high molecular weight tau 
oligomers that are stable to detergent extraction and gel filtration. TRT displays proteolytic processing with multiple cleavage products 
that are not observed for the monomeric version of tau. Cells expressing TRT show increased propensity for caspase activation and an 
activation of the unfolded protein response, suggesting that TRT expression initiates a cascade of pathological cellular responses that 
compromise cellular viability. Given multiple observations of similar post-translational processing of TRT in this model, compared 
to tau pathology in brains of patients with AD and other neurodegenerative tauopathies, we suggest that this model may be useful 
for delineating cell biology associated with tauopathy, as well as providing a model system for testing potential therapeutic agents.
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